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ABSTRACT In two-color fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (TCFCS), the fluorescence intensities of two fluorescently-
labeled species are cross-correlated over time and can be used to identify static and dynamic interactions. Generally,
fluorophore labels are chosen that do not undergo Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer (FRET). Here, a general TCFCS theory
is presented that accounts for the possibility of FRET between reactants in the reversible bimolecular reaction, A  B¢O¡
kf
kb
C,
where kf and kb are forward and reverse rate constants, respectively (dissociation constant Kd  kb/kf). Using this theory, we
systematically investigated the influence on the correlation function of FRET, reaction rates, reactant concentrations,
diffusion, and component visibility. For reactants of comparable size and an energy-transfer efficiency of 90%, experimen-
tally measurable cross-correlation functions should be sensitive to reaction kinetics for Kd  10
8 M and kf  10
7 M1s1.
Measured auto-correlation functions corresponding to donor and acceptor labels are generally less sensitive to reaction
kinetics, although for the acceptor, this sensitivity increases as the visibility of the donor increases relative to the acceptor.
In the absence of FRET or a significant hydrodynamic difference between reactant species, there is little effect of reaction
kinetics on the shape of auto- and cross-correlation functions. Our results suggest that a subset of biologically relevant
association–dissociation kinetics can be measured by TCFCS and that FRET can be advantageous in enhancing these
effects.
INTRODUCTION
In fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), the sponta-
neous fluorescence fluctuations arising from a small probe
volume within a fluorescent sample are temporally corre-
lated to obtain information about the molecular processes
that cause these fluctuations (Magde et al., 1972; Elson and
Magde, 1974; Magde et al., 1974; Thompson, 1991). The
shape of the correlation function is dependent upon the
dynamics of the fluorescent particles in the probe volume,
whereas the amplitude of the auto-correlation function at
zero time is inversely proportional to the average number of
particles (Elson and Magde, 1974; Thompson, 1991; Maiti
et al., 1997; Van Craenenbroeck and Engelborghs, 2000).
Hydrodynamic properties, particle concentration, fluores-
cence photophysics, conformational kinetics, aggregation
state, and binding thermodynamics have been measured
using FCS (Widengren et al., 1995; Bonnet et al., 1998;
Haupts et al., 1998; Pack et al., 1999; Schwille et al., 1999;
Tjernberg et al., 1999; Wohland et al., 1999; Chen et al.,
2000; Heikal et al., 2000; Lamb et al., 2000; Langowski and
Tewes, 2000; Rippe, 2000). The kinetics of slow intermo-
lecular reactions (Rauer et al., 1996; Schwille et al., 1997a;
Kettling et al., 1998; Meyer-Almes et al., 1998; Schu¨ler et
al., 1999) and, to a lesser extent, the kinetics of fast revers-
ible intermolecular reactions (Elson and Magde, 1974; Ice-
nogle and Elson, 1983; Haupts et al., 1998; Lamb et al.,
2000; Bismuto et al., 2001), have also been measured using
FCS.
The rate constants of very fast reactions can be deduced
directly from the time-dependent decay of the correlation
function. For slow reactions, rate constants are typically
estimated indirectly by measuring reactant:product ratios as
a function of time following a sudden change in reactant
concentration (or a reaction initiation event) under pseudo
first-order conditions. This latter approach is unlikely to be
useful, however, when the time scale for kinetic relaxation
is comparable to that needed to make numerous FCS mea-
surements of reasonable quality (each typically 30 s).
Moreover, a macroscopic concentration perturbation is re-
quired, which goes counter to the conceptual motivations of
FCS as a nonperturbative method.
For FCS to be useful in measuring reaction kinetics, a
sufficient number of reaction turnover events must be ob-
served before reaction components diffuse out of the probe
volume. What constitutes a “sufficient number” is not clear.
If the time scales for reaction and diffusion are very differ-
ent, approximations have been made that either incorporate
the influence of kinetics at early times when they are fast, or
neglect the effects of kinetics on the correlation curve-shape
when they are slow (Widengren and Rigler, 1998). The
precise conditions under which these approximations are
appropriate are likewise not clear. Consequently, there is
little in the literature to document the usefulness of FCS for
studying reactions with moderate time kinetics.
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In this paper, we assess the utility of FCS for studying
bimolecular reaction kinetics. Based on the work of
Schwille and co-workers (Schwille et al., 1997b; Kettling et
al., 1998; Heinze et al., 2000), a general FCS theory is
presented that applies to the experimental situation in which
two detectors are used to monitor the fluorescence fluctua-
tions arising from two fluorescently labeled, interacting
species (Fig. 1). The influence of key parameters on exper-
imentally detected auto- and cross-correlation curves are
examined, including the reaction rate and reactant concentra-
tions, and the diffusion and visibility of reaction components.
Importantly, the two-color FCS (TCFCS) theory presented
here includes the possibility of resonance energy transfer in the
bound complex, which is shown to be of considerable value in
enhancing the effects of reaction kinetics on experimentally
measurable correlation functions.
THEORY
The double-detector correlation function
Consider an open system of particles containing m differ-
ently labeled fluorescent species. The goal is to extract
information about the diffusion and reaction dynamics of
these particles by temporally correlating the fluorescence
fluctuations observed within a small probe volume, V. The
experimentally accessible correlation function of the fluo-
rescence fluctuations measured using two detector channels,
x and y, can be defined as
Gxy F
x t  Fy t /Fx  Fy, (1)
where  is the correlation time (the overline denotes a time
average over a time T  ), Fx(t) is the total fluorescence
signal registered in channel x at a time t, and the fluores-
cence fluctuation about the mean is Fx(t)  Fx  Fx(t).
Gxy() is the double-detector correlation function. The total
fluorescence signal can be written as Fx(t)  f x(t)  bx(t),
where f x(t) is the fluorescence signal arising from all m
fluorescent species at time t ( fx(t)  	im f ix(t)) and bx(t)
accounts for any uncorrelated background signal. It follows
that,
where gxy() is the fluctuation correlation function for the
m-particle system of interest, and x and y are correction
factors (1) for the uncorrelated background. In practice,
an offset term is sometimes added to Eq. 2 to account for
any accidental correlation due to sample contamination or
systematic error (Schwille et al., 1999; Wohland et al.,
2001); we will assume this offset is negligible.
The time-dependent fluorescence fluctuation for the ith
species monitored by detector channel x can be expressed as
f i
x t 	i
x 
i  W r  Cir, t dr,
	i
x
iW0  i 
i  Qi  gx, (3)
where Ci(r, t) is the time-dependent fluctuation in the
molar concentration of species i at spatial position r, and
W(r) is a dimensionless function characterizing the illumi-
nation profile of the effective volume element normalized
by W0, the excitation amplitude of the illumination beam at
the center of focus (W(0)  1) (Mertz, 1998). 
f is the
wavelength of the illumination beam used to excite species
i; i and Qi are the intensity-dependent absorptivity and
fluorescence quantum yield; and gx is the collection effi-
ciency of detector channel x. 	ix (
i) is the x-detector visi-
bility (or “molecular brightness”) defined as the number of
photons detected in channel x per second per molecule of i
(Chen et al., 1999; Mu¨ller et al., 2000). The 
i-dependence
of 	ix will hereafter be implicit.
Gxy() can then be expressed in terms of diffusion/reac-
tion kinetic parameters using Eq. 3 and by solving for Ci
according to the set of coupled reaction–diffusion equations
at equilibrium,
Cr, /  D  
2  R  Cr, ,
where C is the vector of concentration fluctuations for the
m species, D is the vector of diffusion constants (assuming
FIGURE 1 TCFCS measurement scheme. Schematic of a double-detec-
tor FCS apparatus in which emitted fluorescence is spectrally separated by
a dichroic mirror and focused onto fiber-optic light guides coupled to
detectors  and .
Gxy
1  bx/f x1  1  by/f y1
x  y


i
m
f i
x t  
j
m
f j
y t f ix  f jy
gxy
, (2)
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no hydrodynamic coupling between components), and R is
the linearized matrix of rate constants and equilibrium con-
centrations (C i) that describe the reaction mechanism (Elson
and Magde, 1974; Bernasconi, 1976; Thompson, 1991). By
spatial Fourier transform,
C˜q, 

M  C˜q, , (4)
where M  (R  D  q2  I) and I is the identity matrix,
which can be solved by standard matrix methods (Elson and
Magde, 1974; see Appendix A).
Using solutions to Eq. 4, Gxy() can be written as an
integral over Fourier spatial frequencies (q) and ultimately
expressed as
Gxy xy  
i
m 
j
m
dij
xy  hij, (5)
where dijxy is the detectability weight, and hij() is the com-
ponent correlation function for species i and j. dijxy can be
expressed as
dij
xy 
N 
1  ri
x rj
y	ij

i
m
ri
x i j
m
rj
y j , (6)
where N  is the average total number of particles in the
observation volume, i is the mole fraction of the ith spe-
cies, and rix is the x-detector visibility of species i normal-
ized by the x-visibility of the brightest singly labeled spe-
cies. The component correlation function, hij(), is defined
as
hij hji  Zijq,   q dq, (7)
where the function Zij (q, ) characterizes how spontaneous
particle number fluctuations are spatio-temporally dissi-
pated (see Appendix A) and (q) is a geometric weighting
factor that is dependent upon characteristics of the obser-
vation volume having units of reciprocal volume. For an
n-photon-excited three-dimensional Gaussian-ellipsoidal
(3DG) volume, V  (/n)3/2wr2wz and
q  wr2wz4n3/2expwr2qx2  qy2/4n
 expwz2 qz2/4n,
where wr and wz are the radial and axial waists of the
volume element, respectively. In general, Eq. 7 cannot be
integrated analytically and component correlation functions,
hij(), must be determined by numerical integration.
It is assumed that the particles under study are chemically
ideal. Practically, this means that, if the particles interact,
they do so without any memory effects at a time   0
such that TS  0  reac, TS being the average lifetime
of the reaction transition state that separates experimentally
distinguishable chemical species, and reac, the average life-
time of the particles before they react (Chandler, 1987).
With this assumption, hij(0)  ij (Elson and Magde,
1974), and only the component auto-correlation functions
contribute to the initial detector correlation amplitude,
Gxy(0). As needed below, it is convenient to write the
detector correlation function as a product of this amplitude
and a shape function, Hxy(),
Gxy Gxy0  Hxy, (8)
where Hxy(0)  1 and Hxy ()  0.
Application to reversible bimolecular reactions
The above formalism is applicable to an arbitrary m-particle
system. Our analysis will focus exclusively on reversible
bimolecular reactions of the form,
A  B¢O¡
kf
kb
C,
where kf and kb are the forward and backward rate con-
stants, respectively, and Kd  kb/kf is the equilibrium dis-
sociation constant. We assume that reactant species A and B
are labeled with fluorophores that are distinct in their emis-
sion spectra upon exciting at wavelengths 
A and 
B, and
monitored by detector channels  and , respectively (Fig.
1). Using Eqs. 5 and 6, the double-detector correlation
functions, Gxy(), can be expressed as a linear combination
of component correlation functions, hij(). Assuming there
is zero bleed-through fluorescence registered in detector
channels (rA  rB  0) (see Appendix B), the two detector
auto-correlation functions are
G 
2/N A A2 /A2  rCC2 2
 A
2hAA rC
2 C
2hCC 2rCAChAC,
(9)
G 
2/N B B2 /B2  rCC2 2
 B
2hBB rC
2 C
2hCC 2rCBChBC,
and the double-detector cross-correlation function is
G /N C C2 /A2  rCC2  B2  rCC2 
 rC
rC
C
2hCC ABhAB rC
AChAC
 rC
BChBC, (10)
where A  A/C, B  B/C, and C  1. The
correlation functions in Eqs. 9 and 10 may be expressed
explicitly in terms of the dissociation constant, Kd, and the
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total reactant concentrations, C Atot and C Btot, using the
relations,
A
2 
C A
tot
C C
 1 and B2 
C B
tot
C C
 1
with
C C  C A
tot  C B
tot  Kd
 	C Atot  C Btot  Kd2  4C AtotC Btot/2. (11)
Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer
If species A and B are labeled with donor and acceptor
fluorophores, respectively, which undergo Fo¨rster reso-
nance energy transfer (FRET) with mean efficiency E upon
forming complex C, then the relative - and -visibilities
for C can be written as
rC
  1  E and rC  1  	A/	BE. (12)
For simplicity, we have assumed an ideal case in which
there is no detector bleed-through (see Appendix B).
The correlation function amplitude: Gxy(0)
As given by Eq. 8, the detector correlation function can be
expressed as a product of the amplitude at   0 and a
unimodal shape factor. With perfect fluorophore discrimi-
nation (rB  rA  0), the correlation function amplitudes
can be written as
G0 2/N AA2 A2  rC2A2  rC2],
G0 2/N BB2 B2  rC2B2  rC2], (13)
G0 /N C rCrCA2  rCB2  rC.
Here, it is assumed that the fluorescence energy transfer
event is much faster than the time   0 (FRET  0 
reac). Using Eq. 13, the average number of reactant and
complex molecules in the observation volume, N A, N B, and
N C, can be solved for simultaneously and explicitly. Al-
though these expressions are quite lengthy for the case at
hand (see Appendix C), they simplify if no spectral changes
occur upon complex formation (i.e., rC  rC  1) (Schwille
et al., 1997b; Kettling et al., 1998; Heinze et al., 2000):
N C   
G0
G0  G0
,
N A 

2
G0
 N C, (14)
N B 

2
G0
 N C.
Diffusion and reaction time scales
To assess whether reaction kinetics influence the shape of
double-detector correlation functions in an experimentally
detectable manner, it is helpful to define characteristic dif-
fusion and reaction times, diff  wr2/4nP D and reac 
(kf[C A  C B]  kb)1. Here, D is the ensemble-averaged
diffusion coefficient of the particles in volume V (Rigler et
al., 1992), and nP is the number of photons used to excite a
Gaussian-cylindrical or -ellipsoidal probe volume of radial
waist, wr (for a 2-photon excited Gaussian–Lorentzian vol-
ume, nP  1.5 (Mertz, 1998)). The difference in diffusion
and reaction time scales can then be expressed using the
dimensionless metric, ,
 

diff
reac
  wr24nPD  kb , (15)
where   (1/A2  1/B2  1/C2 )1.  characterizes the
number of reaction turnover events observed per dwell time
for the ensemble of particles within the probe volume;
within this time, about half of the particles diffusively
exchange with those outside the volume (Mertz, 1998). The
parameter  characterizes the position of reaction equilib-
rium. Using Eq. 11,  may be expressed explicitly in terms
of the dissociation constant, Kd, and the total reactant con-
centrations, C Atot and C Btot,
 Kd/	C Atot  C Btot  Kd2  4C AtotC Btot. (16)
When Kd  (C Atot  C Btot) (complex formation is favored), 
3 0; when Kd  (C Atot  C Btot),   1⁄5; when Kd  (C Atot
 C Btot) (reactants are favored),  3 1.
METHODS
Simulations of detector correlation functions, Gxy(), were performed using
Mathematica 4.1 (Wolfram Research Inc., Champaign, IL) on a 1.2-GHz
Athlon processor, 256-MB Gateway computer (Linux OS). Eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of the matrix Msym were solved and Zij (q, ) expressions
constructed symbolically as described in Appendix A. An (q) function
corresponding to either a one- or two-photon-excited Gaussian-ellipsoid
volume was used. When required, correlation functions were integrated by
numerical cubature to six-digits of precision using an adaptive Genz–Malik
algorithm. Integrations were performed in reciprocal q-space over a range
corresponding to xmin x  with xmin  wr/10 in a single dimension;
identical results were obtained to within six-digit precision with a discreti-
zation of xmin  wr/1000. The correlation function integration protocol was
verified by comparison with correlation function curves generated using
analytical expressions for the case in which DA  DB  DC and those
derived by Elson and Magde (1974) in the limit of DA  DC  DB.
To assess whether detector correlation shape functions for a system with
coupled reaction–diffusion, Hxyreac-diff(), are experimentally distinguishable
from those expected from a comparable system without reaction, Hxydiff(),
the variance between sets of curves were compared using the F-statistic,
Fxy  diff
2 /v2Nexp (Bevington and Robinson, 1992), where the brackets
denote an average over Nexp correlation curves. 2 and diff
2 are the reduced
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chi-squares that characterize the difference between the data, Hxy(i), and
the best-fit reaction–diffusion model or diffusion-only model, respectively:

2
1


i
Nd Hxyreac-diffi Hxyixyi 
2
,
and (17)
diff
2 
1
diff

i
Nd Hxydiffi Hxyixyi 
2
,
where  and diff are the number of degrees of freedom for the fit (number
of data points minus number of fitting parameters), (i) is the standard
deviation for the Hxy(i) data, and Nd is the total number of time points
used. Expressing Hxy(i) as H xy(i)  {i}, with H xy(i) corresponding to
a reaction–diffusion parent function and {i}, a random number sampled
from a Gaussian distribution of mean zero and variance 2(i),
Fxy
 diff 
iNd Hxydiff i H xyi i2
2iiNd Hxyreac-diff i H xyi i2
2i

Nexp
. (18)
F-statistics were computed using Nexp  50, assuming the difference
between best-fit values, Hxy
reac-diff(i), and the parent function used to
generate the simulated data, H xy(i), is negligible relative to {i}. 
2(i)
values were estimated using an analytical formula derived by Koppel
(1974), validated by Meseth et al. (1999) and Wohland et al. (2001), and
modified for the case in which data is acquired via two detectors and
normalized by Gxy(0) (see Note 1):
2i tT 
 
1 Hxy
2 t 1 Hxy
2 i
1 Hxy
2 t
 2Hxy
2 i it

21 Hxy
2 i
	nxny Gxy0
1 Gxy0Hxyi
nxny Gxy
2 0
.
(19)
t is the detection-channel sampling width; in practice, fluorescence in-
tensities are monitored over a series of time bins of varying duration and
correlated as photon counts per bin (Geerts, 1983; Schatzel et al., 1988;
Thompson, 1991; Wohland et al., 2001). nx is the average number of
photon counts registered in detector channel x in a given
t, nx  i 	ix N i  bx  t. A value of t  /10 and 25 i-divisions
per log  were used in the calculation of Fxy (Eq. 18), which approximates
the quasi-logarithmic binning structure of available hardware correlator
cards (Meseth, 1996; Wohland et al., 2001. Eq. 19 typically overestimates
the true variance of the data, particularly at long  values, but is qualita-
tively correct (Rigler et al., 1993; Meseth et al., 1999; Wohland et al.,
2001); Eq. 19 becomes more accurate as the number of particles in the
probe volume contributing to the mean fluorescence increases (Koppel,
1974; Qian, 1990; Kask et al., 1997). Fxy were calculated using a -range
of min[reac, diff]  10
2 to max[reac, diff]  10
2, amounting to Nd 
100–200 data points.   0 was set equivalent to min[reac, diff]  10
3.
A minimum -range of four orders of magnitude (when reac  diff) is a
conservative estimate of what is used experimentally to fit correlation data.
Given the number of degrees of freedom ( and diff) and a value for
Fxy, a reaction–diffusion model can be considered a better descriptor of the
simulated correlation data than a diffusion-only model to within a confi-
dence level dictated by the F-distribution (Bevington and Robinson, 1992).
For calculations with Nd    diff  100–200, an Fxy value of 1.3
implies that a reaction–diffusion model can be considered a better descrip-
tor of the data with a p-value of 0.09–0.002. The validity of our Fxy
calculation approach was confirmed by reproducing F-statistic values of
Meseth et al. (1999) for conditions in which the auto-correlation function
curves between a one-component diffusing system and a two-component
diffusing system could be distinguished with a p-value of 0.01.
RESULTS
Basic features of Gxy()
The experimentally measured detector correlation functions
are linear combinations of component correlation functions,
hij(), weighted by detectablity factors, dij
xy, for each fluo-
rescent species in the sample (Eq. 5). These detectability
factors are a function of both the mole fraction, i, and the
relative visibility properties, ri
x, for each species (Eq. 6). By
using spectrally distinct reactant labels and monitoring flu-
orescence using two detectors, additional information is
available to determine the kinetics of the reaction,
A B¢O¡
kf
kb
C.
In Fig. 2, the detector correlation functions for such a
reaction (in the absence of energy transfer, E  0), are
shown schematically as a sum of component correlation
functions. The total reactant concentrations and dissociation
constant for the reaction were set to C A
tot  C B
tot  Kd 
108 M with both reactants equally visible to their intended
detector (	A
  	B
). The number of reaction turnover events
per diffusive dwell time,  (Eq. 15), was set to 100 with
equal diffusion coefficients for A, B, and C. Each of the
component auto-correlation functions, dii
xy  hjj(), decays
monotonically with two shoulders, the first occurring at 
reac and the second at diff   reac. For this case in which
C A
tot  C B
tot  Kd, C  0.62  (A  B), so that component
auto-correlation contributions of C are smaller than those of
A or B,
dCC
xy  hCC0  dAA
xy  hAA0  dBBxy  hBB0.
In contrast, the component cross-correlation functions start
from zero, increase over a characteristic time   reac, and
decrease due to diffusional decorrelation at a later time  
diff. By mass action, a small, spontaneous increase in the
concentration of A or B would lead to a comparable in-
crease in the formation of complex C at a later time reac;
thus, reactants are positively cross-correlated with C
(hAC()  0 and hBC()  0). Similarly, a small, spontane-
ous increase in the concentration of one reactants would
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lead to a decrease in the concentration of the other reactant
so that reactants are negatively cross-correlated (hAB() 
0). For the case shown,
dAC
  hAC dBC
  hBCdAB
  hAB.
In the absence of hydrodynamic differences and energy
transfer between particles, the component auto-correlation
and cross-correlation contributions sum to yield detector
correlation functions, Gxy(), with a single, smooth shoul-
der. As given by Eq. 8, it is useful to express Gxy() as the
product of a shape function, Hxy(), and an amplitude factor,
Gxy(0). Below, we examine the influence of FRET, reac-
tion kinetics, and differential visibilities of the reactants on
Hxy() and Gxy(0), with the goal of determining conditions
under which reaction would influence Gxy() to permit
experimental determination of kinetic parameters.
Determining bimolecular reaction kinetics by
analysis of Hxy()
In principle, kinetic parameters can be deduced from an anal-
ysis of the measured correlation decay. By toggling between
different observable reaction states—states that may be char-
acterized by different intrinsic hydrodynamic and fluorescence
properties—kinetic interconversion indirectly modifies the
shape of the detector correlation function. We consider first
and mainly the “worse-case” scenario in which DA  DB 
DC, so that reaction components can only be resolved based on
differences in their fluorescence characteristics. In this case,
analytical forms for Hxy() exist in which the effects of reac-
tion and diffusion can be decoupled (see Appendix A; Elson
and Magde, 1974; Thompson, 1991). For a 3DG volume,
Hxy 1 diff
11 2diff
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where  (termed the structure factor) is the axial:radial ratio
of the observation volume, wz/wr (Langowski and Tewes,
2000). The term before the double sum of Eq. 20 accounts
for correlations arising from diffusion alone whereas the
bracketed term accounts for correlations due to reaction.
Energy transfer enhances the influence of reaction kinetics
on Hxy()
Example detector auto- and cross-correlation shape func-
tions, Hxy() (Eq. 20), are shown in Fig. 3 for different E in
the presence of reaction. A typical two-photon 3DG volume
of radial waist wr  0.48 m and   2.8 (Heinze et al.,
2000) was used, with an average of one reaction event
observed per diffusive dwell time (i.e.,   1: reac  diff),
	A
  	B
  15 kHz, and Kd  10
6 M, C A
tot  C B
tot  108
M. For the detector auto-correlation functions, as E in-
creases, the presence of reaction kinetics causes the curves
to shift to smaller . For the case shown, however, the
reaction kinetic effects are very small. As E increases,
reaction significantly changes the shape of the detector
cross-correlation function: contributions from the compo-
nent cross-correlation functions, dAC
  hAC() and dBC
 
hBC(), increase dramatically (not shown), causing the
shoulder in H() to shift upwards to values greater than 1
(see Note 2).
The FRET-enhanced effects of reaction kinetics on Hxy()
can be augmented by an increase in 
 characterizes the number of reaction turnover events ob-
served per diffusive dwell time for the particles in the probe
volume, V (Eq. 15). Figure 4 A shows the effects of , in
conjunction with E, on the detector cross-correlation shape
function. Using similar parameters as in Fig. 3, a ten-fold
increase in  (reac  diff) remarkably enhances the effects
of kinetics on the cross-correlation function curve shape in
synergy with E. A ten-fold decrease in  significantly di-
minishes these E-induced enhancements. Similar trends
FIGURE 2 Detector correlation functions are a linear combination of
component contributions. Double-detector auto- and cross-correlation
functions (G(), G(), and Gab()) for the reversible bimolecular re-
action, A  B7kb
kf C, shown as a sum of component correlation functions,
hij(), weighted by detectability factors, dij
xy (Eq. 6). Detector channels 
and  monitor the fluorescence from species A and B, respectively.
Parameters (assuming two-photon excited 3D-Gaussian-ellipsoidal vol-
ume): wr  0.48 m,   2.8, C A
tot  C B
tot  Kd  10
8 M, DA  DB 
DC  8.5  10
7 cm2/s, 	A
  	B
  15 kHz, and   100.
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were observed for the detector auto-correlation functions,
although the effects are less obvious (not shown). Impor-
tantly, if DA DB DC and E 0, the presence of reaction
cannot be detected no matter how many reaction events are
observed per dwell time.
The FRET-enhanced effects of reaction kinetics on Hxy()
can be augmented when the donor reactant is more visible
relative to the acceptor reactant
In the left panel of Fig. 4 B, the cross-correlation shape
function is plotted as a function of E assuming that the
visibility of acceptor reactant, B, is 15 times lower than for
donor reactant, A (	A
  15 and 	B
  1 kHz). In this case,
direct excitation of acceptor B is relatively poor (e.g., by
one-photon excitation) but energy transfer from donor A
can lead to sensitized emission from acceptor B. With such
a visibility difference, the sensitivity of H() to reaction
kinetics is enhanced by nearly 50% for the case shown (E
0.9). In the right panel of Fig. 4 B, the opposite case is
presented in which donor A is 15 times dimmer than the
acceptor B (	A
  1 and 	B
  15 kHz). Energy-transfer
enhancements are significantly reduced. In general, a simple
difference in the visibility of reactants (without energy
transfer or a difference in reactant hydrodynamics) does not
lead to an enhancement of reaction effects on the shape of
the correlation functions.
The FRET-enhanced effects of reaction kinetics on Hxy()
can be enhanced if a hydrodynamic change
accompanies reaction
In Fig. 4 C, the cross-correlation shape function is shown as
a function of E for a system in which one reactant (and the
complex) diffuses 10 times slower than the other reactant.
For a hydrodynamic difference of this magnitude, reaction
kinetics can have a significant effect on H() even without
energy transfer (cf. Fig. 3, bottom). The synergy between
energy transfer and a hydrodynamic difference is greatest
when the donor A is the slower diffusing reactant (Fig. 4 C,
left and right). For an even larger difference between reac-
tant diffusion coefficients, the influence of kinetics on
G(0) is further enhanced by energy transfer (Fig. 4 D).
Sensitivity of Gxy() to reaction kinetics
The shape functions in Fig. 3 and 4 are exact theoretical
predictions without added experimental errors. Because of
the statistical nature of TCFCS, points along the correlation
curve will have intrinsic errors (approximated by Eq. 19)
that limit the ability to resolve reaction kinetics. To assess
whether the effects of reaction kinetics on the measured
correlation functions are experimentally detectable, F-sta-
tistics, Fxy, were computed (see Methods).
The Fxy statistics quantify the appropriateness of a reac-
tion-diffusion model versus a diffusion-only model in de-
scribing the simulated correlation function data (Eq. 18). In
Fig. 5, Fxy-contour plots are shown for the worse-case
scenario DA  DB  DC as a function of Kd, , and E,
assuming a two-photon 3DG volume of wr  0.48 and  
2.8, C A
tot  C B
tot  108 M, D  8.5  107 cm2/s, and a
total data acquisition time of 60 s. Contour plots do not
change significantly if a one-photon 3DG volume of wr 
0.33 and   5 (e.g., Langowski and Tewes, 2000) is used
(not shown). Results for equivalently visible reactants (	A

 	B
  15 kHz) are shown in Fig. 5 A and for a less visible
acceptor reactant B (	A
  15 and 	B
  1 kHz) in Fig. 5 B;
a background fluorescence of b  b  0.45 kHz was
assumed (Eq. 2).
The gray shading denotes regions in which Fxy  1.3, as
demarcated by the solid contour. Using 100 correlation-
function time points to compute Fxy, values 1.3, imply
that reaction can be detected with a statistically significant
p-value of0.09 (see Methods). The variance for each time
point along the detector correlation function, and thus the
value of Fxy, is dependent upon the total data acquisition
time, T (Eqs. 18 and 19). As acquisition time increases,
FIGURE 3 Energy transfer enhances the influence of chemical reaction
on the shape of the detector correlation functions. Detector correlation
shape functions, Hxy() (Eq. 8), plotted as a function of E. Arrows point in
the direction of increasing energy transfer between donor reactant A and
acceptor reactant B, with E  0, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9. An average of one
reaction turnover for every diffusive passage through the probe volume
(  1) was assumed. Parameters: wr  0.48 m,   2.8, C A
tot  C B
tot 
108 M, Kd  10
6 M, DA  DB  DC  8.5  10
7 cm2/s, and 	A
 
	B
  15 kHz.
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detection sensitivity improves in a manner proportional to
T, as indicated by the dashed contour (T  240 s) and the
long-dashed contour (T  960 s) (Fig. 5 A, center, bottom).
As energy transfer efficiency increases, a larger subset of
Kd: reaction conditions becomes accessible to TCFCS
curve-shape analysis. As E increases, fewer reaction turn-
over events per diffusive dwell time are needed to observe
the effects of reaction kinetics (contour boundaries shift to
lower log  values). Consistent with the results of Fig. 3
showing that the shape of the cross-correlation function is
most sensitive to E, when reactants are comparable in vis-
ibility, a larger subset of E-enhanced reactions is accessible
by G() analysis than by G() or G() auto-correla-
tion analysis (Fig. 5 A). When 	A
  	B
, the subset of
reactions amenable to G() and G() analysis increases
(contours shift down to lower  values, by about an order of
magnitude) (Fig. 5 B). Contour boundaries are approxi-
mately parabolic in , with minima centered around CA
tot
 CB
tot  108 M for the case shown. If the total concen-
tration of reactants ( CA
tot CB
tot) is increased, contour bound-
aries shift to the right toward higher Kd by a comparable
amount, though without a significant change in shape (not
shown).
Determining particle concentrations by
Gxy(0) analysis
The magnitude of the double-detector correlation function
amplitude, Gxy(0), is a function of both the average num-
ber and relative visibility of particles in the probe volume,
V (Eq. 13). In Fig. 6, the detector auto- and cross-correlation
amplitudes in the absence of energy transfer are plotted as a
function of Kd with CA
tot  CB
tot  108 M. Both detector
auto-correlation function amplitudes, G(0) and
G(0), are independent of Kd as expected according to
Eq.14, because 1/G(0)  (N A  N C)  CA
tot and
1/G(0)  (N B  N C)  CB
tot. In contrast, the cross-
correlation function amplitude versus Kd relation is sigmoi-
dal. Unlike the auto-correlation function amplitudes, the
cross-correlation amplitude is directly proportional to the
number of C molecules (Eq. 14). G(0) amplitudes de-
crease as Kd increases above CA
tot CB
tot (3 1 and reaction
equilibrium favors reactants, Eq. 16). As Kd decreases be-
low CA
tot  CB
tot (equilibrium favors the formation of C), the
cross-correlation amplitude approaches an asymptotic value
corresponding to CC 3 CA
tot  CB
tot.
Energy transfer results in lower cross-correlation
amplitudes, G(0)
As energy transfer efficiency increases, both - and -de-
tector auto-correlation amplitude curves increase in a com-
plicated fashion as governed by Eq. 13 (Fig. 7 A). The
cross-correlation function amplitude, G(0), is propor-
tional to rC
rC
. Using Eq. 12 and assuming equivalently
visible reactants, rC
rC
  (1  E)(1  E), which is a
parabolic function in energy-transfer efficiency having a
maximum at E  0. Thus, as E increases, G(0) ampli-
FIGURE 4 In the presence of FRET, the shape of the detector cross-
correlation is sensitive to the average number of reaction turnover events
observed per diffusive dwell time, the ratio of reactant visibilities, and a
difference in the diffusion coefficients of reactants. (A) Effect of , the
number of reaction turnover events observed per diffusive dwell time (Eq.
15), on H(): (left)   0.1; (right)   10. (B) Effect of differential
reactant visibility: (left) 	A
  15 kHz and 	B
  1 kHz; (right) 	A
  1 kHz
and 	B
  15 kHz. (C) Effect of differential reactant diffusion: (left) DA 
DC  8.5  10
8 cm2/s and DB  8.5  10
7 cm2/s and (right) DB 
DC 8.5 10
8 cm2/s and DA 8.5 10
7 cm2/s. (D) Same as (C) with
(left) DA  DC  1  10
8 cm2/s and DB  8.5  10
7 cm2/s and (right)
DB  DC  1  10
8 cm2/s and DA  8.5  10
7 cm2/s. Arrows point
in the direction of increasing E  0, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9. Parameters are as in
Fig. 3 unless otherwise indicated.
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tudes decrease for all values of Kd (Fig. 7 B). The right
panel of Fig. 7 B shows an expanded view in the region
where cross-correlation amplitudes drop below the statisti-
cal noise/detection limits indicated by the dashed (T 
240 s) and long-dashed T 960 s) lines. For the case shown
( CA
tot CB
tot 108 M), with T 240 s and E 0.9 or T
960 s and E  0.7, the maximum Kd that yields a cross-
correlation amplitude greater than the estimated statistical
error is Kd
max  106 M. For CA
tot  CB
tot  107 M under
similar conditions, Kd
max  105 M (not shown). In general,
the maximum Kd that leads to a measurable cross-correla-
tion amplitude above statistical noise is given by Kd
max 
( CA
tot  CB
tot)  102.
DISCUSSION
Energy transfer in TCFCS
The motivations for this study were two-fold: 1) to assess
the utility of TCFCS for studying reversible bimolecular
reactions without the need for reaction initiation or chemical
perturbation, and 2) to determine the influence of resonance
energy transfer on TCFCS auto- and cross-correlation func-
tions. The results presented in Fig. 7 indicate that determi-
nation of particle concentrations via Gxy(0) amplitude
analysis is complicated by FRET (Eq. 14 and Appendix C).
Moreover, the presence of FRET produces decreased detec-
tor cross-correlation amplitudes. If E  0.3, the effects of
FRET on Gxy(0) can generally be ignored, and particle
concentrations can be determined using Eq. 14 to within an
error of 10%. As mean energy transfer efficiencies in-
crease above E  0.3, the error increases exponentially.
Although FRET complicates Gxy(0) analysis and is best
avoided if only particle concentrations (or ratios) are of
interest, FRET is advantageous for measurements of bimo-
lecular reaction kinetics. If reaction components are of
comparable size, reaction kinetics cannot be detected with-
out FRET. Our results suggest that, under certain condi-
tions, TCFCS in conjunction with FRET can be used to
monitor reaction kinetics. The interplay between energy
transfer and reaction kinetics in altering the shape of the
correlation function as proposed here has been demon-
strated recently in a different context by Widengren et al.
(2001). In contrast to our results (which assess the possi-
bility of measuring reaction kinetics given a known amount
FIGURE 5 Limits of detector correlation function sensitivity to reaction. Contour plots of Fxy as a function of E. Fxy characterizes the feasibility of
discriminating between the detector correlation functions (Eqs. 9 and 10) expected for a diffusion-only system (A, B, C) versus a reaction-diffusion system
(A  B7 C) (Eq. 18). Solid contour lines demarcate regions (gray) in which the presence of reaction can be detected with a confidence level of p  0.09
using a data-acquisition time of 60 s (see Methods). Detection sensitivity is improved in a manner proportional to the square root of the data-acquisition
time (Eq. 19) as indicated by the dashed contour (240 s) and long-dashed contour (960 s). Parameters: CA
tot  CB
tot  108 M, wr  0.48 m, rB
  rA
 
0,   2.8, b  b  0.45 kHz (Eq. 2), and (A) 	A
  	B
  15 kHz; or (B) 	A
  15 kHz, 	B
  1 kHz. The cross-hair marks the condition in which
CA
tot  CB
tot  Kd, with one reaction turnover event observed on average per diffusive dwell time (log   0). Contours shift to the right as CA
tot  CB
tot
increases (see text).
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of energy transfer), Widengren et al. exploited the effects of
a fluorophore cis–trans isomerization reaction on the shape
of the auto-correlation function as a means to measure
FRET efficiencies of double-labeled DNA duplexes of
varying lengths.
Analysis of bimolecular reaction
kinetics by TCFCS
To successfully measure reaction kinetics by curve-shape
analysis, a sufficient number of “reaction fluctuations” per
observation interval, , must be observed. The dimension-
less parameter  is a function of the characteristic diffusion
time of the reacting particles in the probe volume, diff, the
position of equilibrium variable, , and the reverse rate
constant, kb (Eq. 15). For unimolecular reactions,   1 
kf/kb, and  is a function of the forward and reverse rate
constants but not reactant concentrations. For bimolecular
reactions, however,  and thus  are functions of kf and kb,
as well as the equilibrium constant for the reaction relative
to the total concentration of the reactants (see Eq. 16). When
CA
tot  CB
tot, the relative concentration fluctuations for both
the reactants and complex are greatest (Bernasconi, 1976),
leading to maximal detector cross-correlation function am-
plitudes.
From the Gxy() reaction sensitivity landscapes in Fig. 5,
the reaction conditions that permit measurable differences
in the detector correlation functions can be determined. For
a two-photon 3DG volume of wr  0.48 m and   2.8,
with DA  DB  DC  8.5  10
7 cm2/s (D for green
fluorescent protein in water, Dayel et al., 1999), diff 
(3.7  104 s); this value is similar for a one-photon
3DG with wr  0.33 m and   5. Using Eq. 15,  
diffkfKd/, and expressing  as a function of CA
tot, CB
tot, and
Kd (Eq. 16), the conditions under which reactions are ac-
cessible by G() analysis can be estimated from the con-
tours of Fig. 5. These reaction conditions are shown in Fig.
8 assuming E  0.9, T  960 s, and 	A
/	B
  15, for
different values of CA
tot  CB
tot. For reactions with a Kd 
109 M, reaction kinetics are typically inaccessible unless
k  109 M1s1. Reactions with kf  10
8 M1s1 are
accessible if the Kd is within the window of 10
8 to
106 M, for all the total reactant concentrations shown
(dark gray). As CA
tot  CB
tot increases, lower affinity reac-
tions with slower forward rates can be studied: if CA
tot CB
tot
 107 M, reactions with a Kd  10
5 M and kf  10
7
M1s1 are accessible; if CA
tot  CB
tot  106 M, reactions
with a Kd  10
4 M and k  106 M1s1 should be
accessible. To optimize the influence of kinetics on the
detector cross-correlation function, the reactive system is
best poised when Kd  10
2  ( CA
tot  CB
tot)  Kd  10
2,
FIGURE 6 Detector correlation function amplitudes as a function of the
dissociation constant for the reaction A  B ¢O¡
kf
kb
C. Gxy(0) amplitudes
computed assuming zero energy transfer (Eq. 15). Parameters: CA
tot  CB
tot
 Kd  10
8 M, wr  0.48 m,   2.8, 	A
  	B
  15 kHz, and zero
background fluorescence.
FIGURE 7 Detector correlation function amplitudes are sensitive to en-
ergy transfer. Detector auto-correlation (A) and cross-correlation (B) am-
plitudes versus log Kd as a function of E (Eq. 13). (B, right) Expanded view
in the region where cross-correlation amplitudes are comparable to the
experimental amplitude errors assuming data acquisition times of 240 or
960 s (dashed lines). Parameters are as in Fig. 6.
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where the upper limit ensures that Gxy(0) amplitudes are
measurable above statistical noise.
The resolution of reaction kinetics by Gxy() analysis can
also be improved if other reactant property differences exist
or these properties change upon reaction. As demonstrated
in Fig. 4 C and 4 D, if the diffusion coefficient for one
reactant is significantly larger than the other, the influence
of kinetics on G(0) can be observed without the pres-
ence of energy transfer, although energy transfer magnifies
these effects. A significant quantum yield change of one
reactant upon binding could also result in a pronounced
effect of reaction on Gxy(). This has been demonstrated in
studies of ethidium bromide binding to DNA (Elson and
Magde, 1974; Magde et al., 1974; Icenogle and Elson,
1983) and of 1-anilino-8-naphthalene sulfonic acid binding
to partially folded proteins (Lamb et al., 2000; Bismuto et
al., 2001). Quantum yield enhancement upon binding in
combination with FRET would likely extend the set of
reactions accessible to TCFCS analysis.
Biochemical relevance
The association rate for two molecules can be expressed as
kf pbind  kcoll, where kcoll is the diffusional encounter rate and
pbind is the probability of successful binding upon colliding.
From simple collision theory, kcoll  7  10
9 M1s1 in
water for comparably sized reactants; if one reactant is larger
than the other, kcoll may be higher due to the larger target area
of the former and higher mobility of the latter (Fersht, 1999).
For protein–protein complexes, pbind is typically 10
5 (Ja-
nin, 2000) and basal protein–protein docking rates in vitro are
105 M1s1, although long-range electrostatic factors can
accelerate these rates by up to 103 (Northrup and Erickson,
1992; Schreiber and Fersht, 1996; Janin, 1997). Thus, associ-
ation rates constants, kf, for protein complexes typically are in
the range 104–108 M1s1, with the majority 106 M1s1
(Northrup and Erickson, 1992; Fersht, 1999; Janin, 2000; Gab-
doulline and Wade, 2001). Dissociation rates are much more
varied, typically in the range 107–104 s1 (Fersht, 1999;
Janin, 2000), so that Kd are in the range 10
13
–102 M.
Protein–ligand (e.g., antibody–hapten) and small nucleic-acid
duplex interactions generally have faster association and dis-
sociation rates (107–109 M1s1 and 101–104 s1, respective-
ly), with Kd typically spanning the range 10
8
–103 M (Pecht
and Lancet, 1977; Cantor and Schimmel, 1980; Fersht, 1999).
The results of the analysis here suggest that the kinetic
rate constants for a subset of these protein–protein and
protein–ligand reactions can be deduced by curve-shape
analysis of the detector cross-correlation function, provided
energy transfer efficiency within the reaction complex is
sufficiently high (E  0.7), a sufficient experimental data
acquisition time, the total concentration of reactants is suf-
ficiently high (108 M), and the reaction equilibrium is
properly poised. When reactants are comparably sized, re-
actions must typically be near the diffusion-limit (k  107
M1s1) to be observable. Examples of macromolecular
interactions characterized by very fast association rates in-
clude: barnase and barstar (108–1010 M1s1; Schreiber and
Fersht, 1996), insulin dimerization (108 M1s1; Koren and
Hammes, 1976), cytochrome c with cytochrome c peroxi-
dase or cytochrome b5 (107–109 M1s1; Northrup and
Erickson, 1992), various tRNA and tRNA synthetases (108
M1s1; Fersht, 1999), and unfolded bovine pancreatic
trypsin inhibitor and the E. coli chaperone SecB (109–1010
M1s1; Fekkes et al., 1995). When one reactant is consid-
erable larger than the other reactant, the subset of kinetic
parameters that lead to detectable changes in the cross-
correlation function is extended. Some biological examples
where reactants have very different diffusion coefficients
include the binding of cytosolic proteins to membrane pro-
teins, lipidic domains, or scaffold proteins (Faux and Scott,
1996; Hurley and Meyer, 2001), and of soluble factors to
relatively immobile cytoskeletal or vesicular structures.
In summary, it should be possible to study a subset of
biologically relevant bimolecular reactions by analysis of
TCFCS correlation functions without the need for chemical
perturbation. Although Gxy(0) analysis of reactant concentra-
tions is substantially complicated by the presence of energy
transfer, FRET is advantageous for kinetic studies, and essen-
tial if there is little hydrodynamic difference between interact-
ing components. If particle concentrations are the primary
FIGURE 8 Subset of bimolecular reaction kinetics accessible to detector
cross-correlation function analysis. Subset of reaction parameters (kf, Kd,
and CA
tot  CB
tot that lead to measurable differences in G() (F  1.3)
indicated in different tones of gray and determined from Fig. 5 using  
diff kfKd/ (Eqs. 15 and 16) with diff  3.7  10
4 s, for E  0.9, T 
960 s, and 	A
/	B
  15. Open circles mark the condition, Kd  ( CA
tot 
CB
tot)  102, an estimate of the maximum Kd with detectable G(0)
amplitudes above statistical noise. Shown for CA
tot  CB
tot  108 M (solid
line), 107 M (dashed), and 106 M (short dashed).
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quantities of interest, the effects of FRET may be neglected for
E  0.3 without incurring significant error (10%).
APPENDIX A
For the bimolecular reaction,
A B¢O¡
kf
kb
C,
the linearized reaction-diffusion matrix Eq. 4 is
M  kfC B DAq2 kfC A kbkfC B kfC A DBq2 kb
kfC B kfC A kf Dcq
2
.
(A1)
By detailed balance (RijCj  RjiCi), M can be made symmetric by the
similarity transformationMsym  X
1MX, where X is the diagonal matrix
with Xij   Ciij (Elson and Magde, 1974; Icenogle 1981; Wei and
Prater, 1962). Using the following reduced variables,   kb/Dc, A 
CA/ CC, B   CB/ CC, C  1, DˆA  DA/DC, and DˆB  DB/DC, the
matrix Msym becomes
Msym DC   1/A2  DˆAq2/ 1/AB 1/A1/AB 1/B2  DˆBq2/ 1/B
1/A 1/B 1/C
2  q2/
.
(A2)
Solutions to Eq. 4 for C˜(q, ) are obtained by solving for the eigenvalues
and eigenfunctions ofMsym. The spatio-temporal dissipation function Zij(q,
) in Eq. 7 can then be written as: Zij(q, )  	s Yj
(s)  exp[
(s)]  Yi
1(s),
where Y(s) and Y1(s) are the sth eigenvector and inverse eigenvector,
respectively, corresponding to the eigenvalue 
(s) (Elson and Magde, 1974;
Icenogle, 1981). Use of a symmetric matrix leads to six unique Zij ( Zji)
expressions rather than eight if the matrixM were used directly (for which
Zij  Zji).
For the bimolecular reaction,
A B¢O¡
kf
kb
C,
with DˆA  DˆB  1, the diffusive and reactive components of Zij(q, )
decouple
Zijq,  expwr
2q2/4npdiff
 ij expr/reac 1/ij, (A3)
where  is defined in association with Eq. 16. With DˆA  1 and DˆB  1,
the Zij(q, ) functions are
ZAA q,   11 1/A2 
 Ediff EreacA2 C 1 q2T QS,
ZBB q,  EreacC 1 q2T QS,
ZCC q,   11 1/A2 
 EdiffA2  EreacC 1 q2T QS,
ZAB q, BA EreacQ S,
ZBC q,  B EreacQ S,
ZAC q,   1A 1/A
 Ediff EreacC 1 q2T QS,
(A4)
Ediff expwr2q24np  C,
Ereac exp1 q2P2  reac,
C coshUq22reac , S sinhUq
2
2reac
Uq2,
Uq2 	1 q2L2 2q2LQ, Q 2/B2 ,
L DC1 DˆBreac, P DC1 DˆBreac,
C
wr
2
4npDC
.
For DA  DB  DC, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for Msym (Eq. A2)
must be solved using a modified cubic root equation assuming real roots
(Weisstein, 1999). The resulting Zij(q, ) functions are available for down-
load at: http://www.ucsf.edu/verklab/erik/generalZfunctions.pdf.
APPENDIX B
The double-detector correlation functions of Eq. 5 can be written explicitly
and generally as
G 2N A  A
2
A
2  rB
B
2  rC
C
2 2
 A2 hAA rB)2 B2hBB rC)2 C2hCC 2rBABhAB 2rCAChAC 2rBrCBChBC,
G 2N B  B
2
rA
A
2  B
2  rC
C
2 2
 rA2A2 hAA B2hBB rC2C2hCC 2rAABhAB 2rArCAChAC 2rCBChBC,
G  N C   C
2
A
2  rB
B
2  rC
C
2  rA
A
2  B
2  rC
C
2 
 rAA2 hAA rBB2hBB rCrCC2hCC 1 rBrAABhAB rC  rCrAAChAC
 rB
rC
  rC
BChBC
,
(B1)
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where rB
  	B
/	A
 and rA
  	A
/	B
 are conjugate variables that describe
the amount of nonideal bleed-through fluorescence registered in a nonpre-
ferred detector channel. When rA
  rB
  0, the expressions of Eq. B1
simplify to those of Eqs. 9 and 10.
The relative - and -visibilities for the complex C, formed by the
association of donor A and acceptor B, can be written in terms of intended
and bleedthrough contributions as
intended bleedthrough
rC
 
	C

	A

 1 E  rB	B	A 1 B	A

	B
 E,
rC
 
	C

	B

 1 B	A	B E rA
	A

	B
 1 E
(B2)
where B is the product of the quantum yield for acceptor species B (QB)
and the ratio of the  to  channel detection efficiencies (g/g). When
B  1 and rA
  rB
  0, Eq. B2 simplifies to Eq. 12.
APPENDIX C
Expressions for N A, N B, and N C as a function of G(0), G(0), and
G(0) for the case in which there is no bleedthrough fluorescence:
N A rC
2 rC
G0G0 rC
  1G
2 0
 G0G0

rC
G0 rC
  1G0
rC
  1 rC
  1G
2 0 rC
rC
G0G02
,
N B rC
2 rC
G0G0 rC
  1G
2 0
 G0G0

rC
G0 rC
  1G0
rC
  1 rC
  1G
2 0 rC
rC
G0G02
,
(C1)
N C G0 rC
G0 rC
  1G0

rC
G0 rC
  1G0
rC
  1 rC
  1G
2 0 rC
rC
G0G02
.
NOTES
1. An expression equivalent to Eq. 12 of Meseth et al. (1999) is
obtained by multiplying Eq. 19 by Gxy(0) and substituting (t/T)  1/M,
t  , i/t  m, Hxy  g, Gxy(0)  1/N, and nxny  n. An
expression similar to Eq. 47 of Kask et al. (1997) may be obtained by
substituting: T  U, t  T, and R  parenthetical terms; Kask et al.’s
terms in 1/m have been omitted here assuming m  1, where m is the
average number of particles in the probe volume that contribute to the
mean fluorescence intensity in each channel.
2. For DA  DB  DC, the maximum in H() occurs at
max  reacW1expA1 diff/reac1diff,
where
A 1 
i
m
dii
i
m 
j
m
dij /ij
and W1[x] is the nonprincipal, real-branch Lambert W-function that can
be approximated byW1[x] L1 L2 L1/L2 with L1 ln[x] and L2
ln[L1].
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